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DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTIONS T A K E N

FROM P L A G G E N L A Y E R S A T I O N A

by Dr R Shiel and Mr G P Askew

The thin section glides 3001, 3003 and 3005 were examined in detail.

These bHdee were made from soil blocks taken from plaggen layers at
70-110 c m , 110-150 cm and 150-162 cm below deturfed sol] surface, as
described in Bailey's report on the exposed profile at the Northern
end of the 1983 excavation on the site of lona Abbey.

For convenience the layers from which the sH^s come are referred to

in the tex t as upper ( 3 0 0 1 ) , m i d d l e ( 3 0 0 3 ) and lower ( 3 0 0 5 ) layers.

AB the layers , described by Bailey, lying below the plaggen layers
are clearly disturbed the whole of the plaggen layers must have been
introduced from another site or sites. Any variation between or
within the layers of Plaggen can therefore be assumed to indicate
heterogeneity of source, al though It may not be pot>slble to locate the
actual source used.

The throe slides reveel that very different soil properties exist in the
three soil layers. These three layers do not constitute a natural oil
profile, In this report the larger-skeletal-grains which are
Individually Identif iable, and are of sand site are first described.
Then the matrix, In which the type of material can be described but
only the largest grains can be recognised, and in which the particle*
are of *ilt and clity elie !• considered. Finally an attempt !• made to
di*cu*v bow the sequence of layer* may have been created by the
incorporation of extraneous material onto the site.

The Bkelital Grain*

The moet itrlklng chance down the profile la the absence of bone and
shell (caldte) fragment* from the two lower layer*. In the upper
layer bore and caldte dominate the akeletal grains; they are not only
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the largest grains present but i so they represent over 30% of the
skeletal material. The other grains consist of quar tz ( 3 0 % ) , feldspars
( 2 0 % ) , micas ( 1 0 % ) and rock f ragments ( 1 0 % ) . The quartz grains are

rounded while the feldspars and micas tend to be angular. The last

two also show considerable alteration. The r?ck fragments are ell
well rounded and consist of a wide range of Igneous and metamorphJc
rocks typical of the west coa> . t of Scotland. Quartzl te forms some 60%
cf rock fragments.

The absence of caldte and bone from the two lower layers gives a
much reduced overall content of skeletal grains In those two eeclions.

Ignoring the caldte and bone there is a steady decline down the
profile of skeletal components , the relative proportions of which

however remain constant .

Also present in all three layers are f ragments of charcoal Indicating
Incorporation of material from the surface.

In the midd le elide in par t icular , reddish concretions of sand sire

occur. These concretions are made up of matr ix material and are
therefore discussed In the matrix section.

The mat r ix

The only Individually distinguishable grains In the matrix are
abundant angular silt sire quar tz particles. Variation In the slt«t and
distribution of these particles li sssociated with othtr features of the
matrix, and Is best discussed along with these features which Inc lude
- density, shape and sUe of aggregates, colour, presence of
concretionary materials and evidence of bioturbation by thi soil
fauna.

The relative proportion of material to voids Increases down the profile
ndicating increasing compaction, which might be expected fi'om the

effect of the rising overburden pressure. However the porosity in
none of the slides la low and all three show a porosity which would
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be typical of a soil surface horizon. In the middle layer aggregates
are larger (2-3 m m ) end often irregular in shape. In part this is

due to the lower skeleton content and higher density. The lowest
section shows compact large aggregates (3-5 m m ) , often with internal
cracks. These heve probably opened during drying of the soil. The
majority of the matr ix in all three slides is dark brown in colour
Indicating a high content of organic mat ter . (The colour darkens
with depth but this may be in part due to minor variations in slide
th ickness) . Within slides however there are zones of darker matrix

indicating relatively higher compaction or organic matter content. In
the middle and lower slides the colour of the matrix Is very much

more variable than in the upper layer due to the presence of large

numbers of inclusions of variously coloured concretionary material
which are described rext .

The upper layer contains domlnantly dark brown matrix which shows
little variation across aggregates but contains small ( 0 . 1 m m ) ,

similarly coloured areas which are relatively low In silt size quar tz
and make up about 0 .5% of the total matrix. There tc a low content
( < 0 . 1 % ) of pale reddish brown concretions which are very em Ml
f < 0 . 1 m m ) and occur within aggregates, these concretions are also
relatively low I n silt size qua r t z . The matrix also contains about 0 , 5 %
of black areas < 0 . 1 mm across which occur throughout the
aggregate*.

The middle layer shows minor variations in the matrix which are due
to compaction of some regions. Although a dark brown matrix similar
to tht upper Uyer it dominant , there are about 41 tach of very dark
reddish brown circular concretions and pile yellowish brown circular
concretions of <0 .2 mm diameter. Both of these type* of concretion
are relatively low in silt slie quartz and occur at random within
aggregates. These concretions tend to merge Into the aggregates
without a sharp boundary. There are also a few large reddish
concretion! (2 .0 mm) which contain no particles discernible under the
microscope. These concretions are separate from the aggregates and
have extremely sharp boundaries. About II of the matrix consists of
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black areas 0.1 mm across similar to those noted In the upper layer.

There are also small (0 .1 mm) areas with a dark brown colour similar
to the bulk of the matrix, hut which are low In silt size quar tz and
make up 20% of the matrix.

The lower layer Is much more variable than the upper layers.
Al though dark brown matr ix Is d o m i n a n t , 30% consists of areas .2 mm
In diameter which ere predominantly yellow but also can be yellowish
brown, dark reddish brown or reddish. The yellowish areae are not

regular and merge into the dark brown matrix. They usually have a
similar coarse silt content to the dark brown matrix The dark

reddish brown concretions are circular (-1.0 mm) and frequently

merge In to yellowish b^own material which Is irregular In shape and
does not follow the current boundary of the aggregates with any

regularity. These compound concretions form about 5% of the matrix
and many have been b roken . The dark reddish brown (or e n
b lack ) central area of these concretions contains no silt visible under
the microscope, but the sur rounding yellowish b rown material has a

high content of One silt size quar tz . There are a very small number
of reddish concretions similar to those in the middle layer but of

smaller size (1 m m ) . There la about 1% of black material smaller than
0 . 1 m m .

The upper and middle layers show considerable evidence of
bloturbitlon with areas of small pellets (0 .1 mm) between the larger
aggregates. These make up about 15% of the matrix In the upper and
middle layer*. Because of the smaller aggregate sli« this bloturbation
Is less obvious In the upper layer. There U little evidence of recent
biological activity in the lower layer. The matrix of the smaller
aggregates Is similar in appearance to the larger aggregates but Is
marginally lower in coarsrt silt ind fine sand particles.

Interpretation

The presence of caldte at the surface end It* abs«noe at depth
indicates recent incorporation of the caldte. In th« wet environment
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of the west coa^t calcareous materials are quickly leached from the
soil, a l though coarse eand size f ragments will persist longer than
finer fragments. As the dissolution of the calclte saturates the
leaching water with calcium ions, calcite is preferentially lost from the
surface layer of the soil. This indicates t ha t any calcite present in

the lower parts of the layers must have been lost before the calcite in
the upper leyer became emplaced. The presence in the lower sections
of skeletal grains similar to those in the upper section, means that
the presence in the past of caldte in these layers cannot be ruled
out . The souice of the calcite and other skeletal grains is almost

certainly shell sand. The presence of bone fragments in the upper
section Is an Indicator of both youth and high pH in relation to the
lower layers, where once again bone fragments may have been lost by

diedolution under acid conditions. The general decline in skeletal
content (ignoring the surface calcite) wi th depth indicates that shell
sand was never applied In great quant i ty to the middle or lower
layers.

Interpretat ion of the matrix presents a n u m b e r of problems. The
variations in the matrix suggest that it has come from at least two
parent materials. The dark brown matrix wi th Its high silt-sire
quar tz content is nomogeneous with depth but there Is considerable
variation In the other matrix materials, vit. the dark brown but
low-silt matrix of the two upper layers, the reddish concretions wWch
are most abundant in the middle layer, and the dark reddish brown
to yellowish concretions and matr ix which are most abundant In the
lower layer. As the concretions are not related to the present
•tructure, and have aharp or damaged boundaries In many rasea,
they are moat likely to com* from a different aource from the dark
brown material, probably In two phaees. The presence of reddiah
concretiona In the middle layer with only amall numbera above and
below ahowa a aharply different trend from the steady Increaae in
reddlah brown and yellow concretiona with Increaaing depth. Theae
differential trend* auggeat that at leaat the reddlah concretiona In the
middle layer have been Introduced from a aeparate aource from the
dark brown material, although the reddlah brown and yellowiah brown
concretiona may alao have come from another dte.
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The origin of those concretions IB difficult to speculate on. They do
i> ( .» t originate from conventional gleying. The large reddish
concretions have no parallel ii: temperate soils and may be relict
featurefc from a warmer pregladal period. The reddish brown and
yellowith brown concretions appear to have developed in nearly
spherical aggregates, through which diffusion of materials has led to
colour differentiation. Again it is difficult to conceive a temperate
process which would produce concretions of the type observed. The
variation In matrix composition across these concretions also suggests
diffusion of materials but such large variations in the silt content
between the Inner and outer portions of the concretions are rather
surprising.

The similarity In matrix between the dark brown and yellow material
(not concretions) In the lower layer suggests a common origin. The
yellow material is what would be expected from a freely drained soil B
horizon and may Indicate that the lower layer is made up of mixed A
I B horizon materials ae could easily occur If a plaggen layer were
being built up using a shallow soil. Variation In the matrix of the
dark brown material on the other hand suggests two separate
sources, one of which was significantly lower in silt sire quartz.
Although bioturbation of the upper pert of the profile U active It is
unlikely that mesofauna activity could produce the noted variation In
the silt content of the dark brown materlaJ.

Several aour^es of material are therefore envisaged:-

1. Shell aand which haa been added to the profile at different times
and In varying amount! - not neceaaariJy only by man .

2. An A horlion material with low »llt «i»e quarti content.

3. A § B horiion materials of high rilt aiie quarti content,
probably from a freely drained eoil.
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4. Reddish concretions which are unlikely to have been added
independently and have an extremely low silt size quarts content.
They may have been associated with the material In ( 2 ) .

5. Dark reddish-brown/yellowish brown concretions with varying
silt size quar tz content which ma;1 be associated with material ( 3 ) .

6. Charcoal In a range of particle sizes from silt up to <2 mm.

As the three layers examined do not form the base of the profile, and

material below them is clearly disturbed, then It IB essential to
consider major disturbance and importation to the site for all three
layers. It is difficult to see how the three layers could have
originally been vni fo^m, and by differentiation have produced the
present appearance. It is therefore necessary to consider that the
layers were added sequentially.

Sequential addition does create a problem as the lowest layer appears
to contain a much higher proportion of B horizon than do the upper
layers, but has a broadly similar matrix. This layer must therefore
have been introduced to the site as a mixture of A * B horizons and
subsequently more A horizon material was added to form a topsoll (the
middle layer) , This could have in fact occurred in a single phase
with Intentional partial separation of A * B horixons. The lower
layer In this case appears rather thin (12 cm) In relation to the
middle Ityer (40 c m ) . This arrangement of layers would require the
subsoil to be dug out from another site and emplaced before the
overlying top soil was emplaced. An alternate explanation is that the
bottom Uytr consists of a mixture of topsoll and subsoil while greater
car« was taken to Include a higher proportion of topsoll In the middle
layer. The presence of material with Uss silt •!•• quarts and the
reddish concretions suggests that a second topaoll source may also
have been used. Both these layers may hav« originally contained
shell sand. If they contained shall sand some tlmt must hare passed
before the upper layer of toll was addad to allow decalcification.
During this period the soli may have bscorn* add and there may have
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been progressive deepening and Incorporation of fresh material Into
the middle layer leaving residual charcoal ae tne only evidence.
Finally the top layer was added and this either contained, or had
added to it, shell sand. It appears to have come from similar sources
to those of the middle layer but lacks the large reddish concretions.
The material forming this upper layer must never have contained the
large concretions noticed in the middle layer' . The presence of small
fragments of reddish concretions In the layer suggests very
considerable mixing of this lay^r which was absent from the middle
layer. The presence of these small reddish concretions is a problem.
This upper layer probably consists of carefully dug out soil A
horizons, which on account of its considerable depth may have
accumulated over a period of t ime, As the shell sand Is well mixed
through this layer it I P unlikely that it reached the soil by wlndblow
after emplacement . It is most likely to have been dug Into the solJ.
In the period for which this soil was at the surface there was
considerable biotic activity which may have penetrated into the middle
layer . Such activity Indicates a eteady supply of fresh decomposable
organic mat te r , Including probably household waste as indicated by
bone and charcoal f ragments . This layer was not at the surface long
enough to become even partially decalcified. In fact the good
structure of the upper layer Indicates s relatively recent date for
burial.

The origins of the concretions - both reddish and dark reddish brown
- la fascinating. They are high in iron ox^de and have bright
colours suggestive of oxidation under warm - Mediterranean or
tropical - temperatures. One final possibility must be that these
materials are of prejladal origin and have been modified by glacial or
perlgladal action. They may even represent materials taken from two
or more separate till sources which Incorporated pregladal saprotites.
A till source might satisfactorily explain the comminution of the
reddish and reddish brown concretions - In the case of the reddish
concretions in the upper layer to tilt sue - but the layers are highly
unlikely to represent unaltered In situ till. A till eoun / , as
explanation for the plajgen layera, would still require the material to
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have been dug out from a variety of till sources - as for soil sources

- with different sources being used in different proportions for the

layers. Speculation of thin type car: only be settled by detailed

Investigation of the surrounding soils and till deposits.
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POTTERY C A T A L O G U E

i'he pottery le listed with consecutivo numbers. In stratigraphlc units
ordered from most recent to oldest. Colour Is described from exterior
through to Inside surface. Inclusions were Identffled under a x40
microscope as no thin-sections were available.

Layer 8/10 Interface

1. Bodysherd, 5-7mm thick, well gritted, with a little organic
material.

Fabric 1

Colour:- soo t /g rey /buf f /g rey .

Layer 20

2. Rim of substantial cooking pot, tardy thickness 7 -9mm, hand
built,

but wheel-finished (X-ray confirmed coil-built technique).
(lllus 6)

Maximum diameter 33cm, height estimated as 22cm.
Fabric 2
Colour: - b u f f / blue-grey / b u f f , exterior sooted and burnt In

place •
Decoration: - two lines of Incited asymmetric wavy lines just
below the rim, and finger lmpre»don> along the outside of the
rim,

3. Rim, tame pot t§ noj 2 taut ^tightly different profile. ThU
sherd

•hows that th« rim wai formed by over folding outwards.

4. Bodysherd with two wavy tines incited, aame pot at no. 1.

5. Baaatherd, I-10mm thick, himoimiidr, (lllui 5)
Fabric 1
Colour:- brown/gray/buff
Wall rla+a at aaaue angle aa no\ 19, but doei not turn In.
Broken at beginning of baa*.
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Grassm&rXed exterior.

6. Bodyeherd, same fabric as no. 2, probably same pot.

7. Basesherd, same fabric as no. 2. probably same pot.
Slightly sagging base-diameter c . l6c rn , thickness 5 m m .

8. Rimsherd, 5-7mm thick, hard, we)l-gritted fabric. Diameter c.
30cm. ( l l lus 5)

Fabric 1
Colour:- Boo t /bu f f / speck led dark grey with b lue-grey /buf f .
Simple flat-topped r im, slightly thickened, but appearing to lean
i n w a r d s . Possible open bowl form.

9-13. 5 Bodyshercls, 8 -9mm thick, heavily gritted, hard fabric.

Fabric 1
Colour: - soot / b rown /pinkish /grey-blue.

14-16. 4 possible baseeherds, 5 -7mm tMck, medium gritted
Fabric 3
Colour: - orange/buff /b lue-grey/soot .
All these sherds are carbonised on the inside.

17. Bodysherd, 8mm thick, hard fabric, ? wheelthrown.
Fabric 4
Colour: - buf f /o range /buf f /g rey / soo t .

18. Bodygherd, 7-10mm thick
Fabric 1, aleo a little organic material.
Colour:- aoot/prey-brown,'buff/blue-grey.

Layer 10

19. Baeeaherd, f l -Smm thick, heavily gritted, (lllua 9)
Baaal diameter c. 16cm«
Fabric 1
Colour:- buff/frey
Kinked baae, wail riaea iteeply but atarta to Inturn.
Oraaamarked exterior.
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I t l . Podysherd, 8mm thick, heavily gritted with a rough surface.
Fabr4

Colour: - soot/brick-red/gre> .

Layer ^1

2 1 - 2 3 . Three joining rim to base sherds 8 - l l m m th ick , height

c.3.5cms, exterior diameter c . l 2 c m . (illua 5)
Fabric 5

Colour:- o range /buf f /g rey
Simple flattened rim on vertical wall. Broken at basal angle.
Form is a low-walled dish.

Fabrics

1. Hard , reduced fabric with abundant angular f ragments of
q u a r t z , feldspar , amphlbole, mica and gneiss in variable proportions.

Poorly sorted, sire up to 8 m m . Occasional quartzi te or organic
Inclusions.

2. Medium hard fabric, with a few large (up to 5 m m ) well-rounded
chert, quartzite and quartz grits and a scatter of small angular
quartz. Abundant cavities, well-rounded, l-2rr,m in diameter, due to
weathering out of calcareous grits which were probably oolitic, or
perhaps well-rounded Umentone.

3. Medium hard fabric, moderately gritted with rounded to angular
quarti diameter O . f i - 2 m m .

4. Hard fabric with a few large angular feldipar and sandstone
fragment* (up to B m m ) . Cavities common, apparently weathered out
• hell fragments.

5. Soft aoapy fabric with sparse angular quarti, sandstone and
feldspar.
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